Unless otherwise stated, imports are for the weeks ending September 10, 17, and 24, 2022 in that order in 1,000 stem count units. Expected movement is for the period September 25, 2022 - October 01, 2022. Prices are for September 29, 2022 compared to September 22, 2022. Unless otherwise stated, sales are F.O.B. port of entry basis and extra services are included. Prices represent open (spot) market sales by first handlers on product of generally good quality and condition unless otherwise stated and may include promotional allowances or other incentives. No consideration is given to after-sale adjustments unless otherwise stated. Brokerage fees paid by shipper are included in the price reported. IMPORTS FROM COLOMBIA, ECUADOR, COSTA RICA, AND GUATEMALA; MOSTLY COLOMBIA.

---ALSTROEMERIA
Imports via Air 26,730-30,753-30,186 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Bunched 10s Assorted colors Super Select 2.50-3.50, Select 2.00-3.00 and Fancy mostly 1.60-2.85.

---ANTIRRHINUM (SNAPDRAGON)
Imports via Air 1,689-1,806-1,749 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per bunch 10s 70 cm mostly 4.35-4.50.

---ASTER
Imports via Air U-U-U --- Movement is expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per bunch Assorted colors mostly 2.20-2.95, White 2.50-2.95, and Purple 2.20-2.95. (U = unavailable)

---CARNATIONS

---CARNATIONS, MINIATURE
Imports via Air 18,867-20,447-20,267 --- Movement expected to increase. Supplies light. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per bunch Assorted colors mostly 2.20-2.70.

---CHRYSANTHEMUM

---CHRYSANTHEMUM (POM-POM)
Imports via Air 47,091-56,056-57,280 --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per bunch Cushion Daisy Novelty Assorted (CDN) Colors mostly 1.32-2.35, Cushion Type Assorted Colors mostly 1.80-2.45, Daisy Type Assorted mostly 1.34-2.45 and Button Type Assorted mostly 1.35-2.45.

---GERBERA
Imports via Air U-U-U --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per stem Large mostly .45-.60. (U = unavailable)

---GYPSOPHILA
Imports via Air 9,379-10,181-10,294 --- Movement expected to increase. Supplies fairly light. Trading Moderate. Prices Million Star Lower; XLence Higher. Per bunch Million Stars 4.50-5.00 and XLence 4.50-5.00.

---HYDRANGEA
Imports via Air U-U-U --- Movement expected to increase. Supplies light. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per stem Assorted .75-.93, White mostly .84-.85 and Blue mostly .75-.85. (U = unavailable)
---Liatris
Imports via air U-U-U --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Bunched 10s, 90 cm 4.00-4.50, 80 cm 3.65-4.25 and 70 cm few, 3.65. (U = unavailable)

---Limonium (Statice)

---Rose, Hybrid Tea
Imports via Air 29,509-20,401-20,731 --- Movement expected to increase. Supplies light. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per stem Assorted Colors 60 cm few, .70, 50 cm mostly .37-.55 and 40 cm few, .42.

---Solidago
Imports via Air U-U-U --- Movement expected to increase. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per bunch mostly 2.75-3.00. (U = unavailable)

---Zantedeschia (Calla)
Imports via Air U-U-U --- Movement expected to increase. Supplies light. Trading Moderate. Prices Generally Unchanged. Per stem Standard Type White Varieties 80cm .85-1.00, Miniature Type Assorted Colors 50cm mostly .80-.86 and Miniature Type White 50cm, few .95. (U = unavailable)